Kleen Out

™

Emergency Drain Opener
DC-100

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Kleen Out is a technological break through in professional drain care. Kleen Out utilizes a highly
migrational and penetrating nanoparticle that bonds to organic matter and initiates an instantaneous
reaction. Kleen Out is non-flammable, water-soluble, biodegradable and has no odor. Kleen Out’s
proprietary formula immediately bonds to all organic matter and simultaneously initiates a chemical
reaction that alters the structure of hydrocarbons. This reaction fractures chemical bonds and liquefies
contaminants on contact. Kleen Out degrades organic matter and inherently breaks down its’ structure
there by dissolving any clog. As a carrier, Kleen Out does contain a modified and significantly inhibited
sulfuric acid emulsion that is safe for use in PVC, cast iron, steel and galvanized piping as long as the
product is used in accordance with the products labeling. Never use Kleen Out in standing water and
never allow Kleen Out to stand or sit against a plumbing part or fixture as damage may occur. Always
apply Kleen Out slowly in slow flowing fresh water. Kleen Out must only be used by those who are
considered to be professionals and experienced in the plumbing industry. This compatible emergency
opener tackles your heaviest clogs quickly and efficiently.
PACKAGING
Every bottle is individually packaged in chemically resistant heat sealed bags for enhanced protection
and safety. All bottles are 60+ gram weight for enhanced protection and stability. As well, every bottle
uses Safety Seal to ensure security and prolonged shelf exposure. Only Child Proof Safety Caps are used
and every bottle contains detailed instructions for use, shipping, storage and disposal. All packaging and
labeling are UN Compliant.
APPLICATIONS
Kleen Out migrates and chemically breaks the structural bonds in organic products and other
contaminants that cause clogging. Kleen Out is a ready to use product and should be applied with care
in a responsible fashion. This product must be used in accordance with the products labeling and must
be disposed of in accordance with local and federal regulations. Please see MSDS before use.
STORAGE, HANDLING & PACKAGING
Packaging: 32oz., ½-gal, 1-gal.
Storage - Keep in sealed container in compliance with all current and local regulations.
Shelf Life - 12 months from the date of manufacture if stored as indicated above, unopened in sealed
containers.
WARRANTY & DISCLAIMER
The information provided is to be used as a guide and customers should perform their own tests to ensure performance in their application. All data, statements, and recommendations made herein are based
upon information we believe to be reliable, but are made without any representation, guarantee or warranty of accuracy. All statements, technical information and recommendations contained herein are based
on tests Betterbilt Chemical believes to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness thereof is not guaranteed. Betterbilt Chemical warrants its products will be free from defects when shipped to customer and
should work in a manner consistent with its product data sheets should the products be applied in a commercially acceptable manner as determined by Betterbilt Chemical. Betterbilt Chemical under obligation
of this warranty shall be limited to replacement of product that proves to be defective. To obtain replacement product under this warranty, the customer must notify Betterbilt Chemical of the claimed defect
within three months after shipment of product to customer. All freight charges for replacement products shall be paid by customer. Betterbilt Chemical shall have no liability for any injury, loss or damage
arising out of the use of or the inability to use the products. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of the product for the intended use and assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection. No
representation or recommendation not contained herein shall have any force or effect unless in a written document signed by an officer of Betterbilt Chemical. The foregoing warranty is exclusive and in lieu of
all other warranties expressed or implied. In no case shall Betterbilt Chemical be liable for incidental or consequential damages. Limited warranty for industrial or commercial use only. Keep out of reach of
children, keep container tightly closed, not for internal consumption. Consult material safety data sheet before use.
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